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TELPAS Speaking Practice Tutorial Grades 2-5
Today we are going to practice using the TELPAS Listening and Speaking online test format. You will be taking the actual Listening and Speaking test on 	(date)	.

The TELPAS Listening and Speaking test will give you an opportunity to show how much English you understand when you are listening and how well you use English when you are speaking.

For the listening parts, all you need to do is pay attention to what you hear, follow any directions, and answer questions about what you heard. You can take notes on the scratch paper while you are listening if you want to remind yourself of what you heard.  

For the speaking parts, you will need to take a moment to think about what you want to say before recording a response.  You want to show how much English you know so make sure you give a lot of details in your answers.

 Today we’re only going to focus on the speaking part of this test. We will skip the listening sets for now, but don’t worry! You will have an opportunity to do the listening sets later.

-------------------------------------------------

When you have started the tutorial (Listening and Speaking Practice Test for your grade), you will follow the steps on the screen to make sure your microphone works.  
First, you will click the red dot to start recording your voice. file_0.png
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 The system wants you to record counting to five.  When you’re finished speaking, just tap the square stop.  file_2.png
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Listen to your recording. If you want to make any changes, you can delete your first recording by clicking, “sounds bad” and try again.  Or you can click, “sounds good.”

When you’ve listened to your recording give me a thumbs up next to your heart. (Don’t put your thumbs up in the air because we don’t want to pressure others who are not finished yet. Just hold your thumbs up sign against your chest to let me know you’ve listened to your recording.)


Start the practice set by clicking the Next (forward arrow) button until you see the number 7.  
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Number 7 in this practice set is the first speaking opportunity.

This practice question has a story to listen to before answering the question.  You may make notes on your scratch paper while you are listening.  First, click the play button file_6.png
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 on the picture and listen to the story.  After listening to the story, you will click the play button under the question.  (You can also have the students listen to the question BEFORE listening to the story.)   If you see a play arrow by any question, that means that the question can be read aloud to you.
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Then, you’ll click the red dot to start recording your voice.  file_10.png
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When you’re finished speaking, just tap the square stop.   file_12.png
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  Listen to your recording.  If you want to make any changes, you can delete your first recording by clicking on the trash can, and you can record one more time.  If you make a mistake on the second recording, just continue recording without stopping.  You only get two chances to record your answer.  

Once you have listened to your recording, give me a thumbs up next to your heart.  


--------------------------------------------------------------------Let’s try another speaking practice set.  Click the Next (forward arrow) button to go to number   8.

For this speaking set, you get to tell a story!  You can make this as fun as you want.  This is your opportunity to be creative and make up a fun story.  Just be sure your story matches the pictures.  You can even add sounds or dialogue for what your characters say in your story!  You can make notes on your scratch paper before recording.

When you’ve planned what you want to say you will click the red dot to start recording. When you’re finished telling your story, tap the square stop button. Don’t worry if you don’t have enough recording time to finish your story - if you run out of time, it’s okay!

Always listen to your recording!
If you want to make any changes, you can delete your first recording and try again. If you     make a mistake on the second recording, just continue recording without stopping because you only have 2 chances to record.  Grades 2nd and 3rd will see the first picture.  Grades 4 and 5 will see the second picture.
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When you’ve listened to your recording give me a thumbs up next to your heart so I know you’re ready to continue.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

I think we are all ready for another speaking practice set. Click the Next (forward arrow) button to go to number 9.
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Before we record our answer to this speaking prompt, let’s talk about how to make a GOOD speaking recording.  When it comes to speaking tests - the more you say, the better you score!

If you say something short and simple, the person listening to your recording will think that you do not know enough English to say more. If you record a long answer with lots of details and thinking, the person listening to your recording will be able to hear how well you can speak in English.




For example, this prompt asks, “What question is the boy probably asking his mom?”

If I just respond with, “He’s probably asking his mom if he can go swimming,” I would not get a very good score because my response is so short and simple. The listener would think that I don’t know enough English to elaborate or say more.

But if I respond with more details and elaboration I will get a much better score. I might say something like, “That handsome young boy with the bright orange shirt is probably asking his mom if he can go swimming in the pool.  He tries to talk her into it by telling her that the water looks warm because the sun is shining, and it is a perfect day to go swimming because there are no clouds in the sky.  He wants to go swimming because many of his friends are already in the pool.  He lets his mom know that he will be careful while he’s at the pool, and he will come home on time.  Then he keeps his fingers crossed that she says, “yes!”

Whoever listens to that recording will know for sure that I can speak English just as well as anyone else! 
In a moment, I want you to try using many details to show off your English speaking skills.  When you’ve planned out what you want to say, you will click the red dot to start recording.  When you’re finished talking, tap the square stop button.  Don’t worry if you don’t have enough recording time to finish what you were going to say - if you run out of time, it’s okay!
Again, always listen to your recording!

If you want to make any changes, you can delete your first recording and try again. You won’t have a 3rd chance to record so if you make a mistake on the second recording, just continue recording and don’t press the stop button. When you press the stop button on your second attempt, there’s no going back. Whatever you’ve said on the second recording before you hit the stop button is all you’ll have.

It may feel unnatural to continue speaking after you know you’ve messed up, but if you are in your second attempt you HAVE to keep going. You can tell the listener that you made a mistake and want to start over but you CANNOT hit the stop button - just say you made a mistake, correct it and keep going.
				-----------------------------------------------



Click the Next button for number 10.  Remember, in this speaking set I want you to try using lots of details to show off your English speaking skills. Click the play arrow to listen to the question.  Then click the red dot to record.  You may begin.
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When you’ve listened to your recording give me a thumbs up next to your heart so I know you’re ready to continue.-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Let’s go to the next speaking practice set. Click the Next (forward arrow) button until you get to number 16.  You’ll be skipping slides 11-15 for now so that we can focus on the speaking parts.

For this set, we’re going to use a trick that helps kids score higher on speaking tests - this time we’re going to write down what we want to say before we record. You can either write yourself short notes or you can write out exactly what you want to say in complete sentences.
If you decide to just write quick notes, you can jot down ideas about what you want to say, words you want to be sure to include, or phrases to jog your memory about what you’re planning to say.  If you decide to write in complete sentences, you can make yourself a script, like an actor or actress would use!  Writing out exactly what I am going to say is my own personal favorite method, because it feels like I have more control and a better chance at showing off my English skills.

This practice set has a video to watch first. You can make notes while you are watching and listening to the video if there’s something you want to remember.  This video is about 3 minutes long.

This speaking prompt wants you to imagine you’re trying to set a new record for the world’s largest pizza. There are three bullet points that tell you what you need to include in order to get a good score. When you are writing out your notes, be sure you write something about each bullet.  There’s also a video in this set so it would be good to say something about the video in your recording too. The person listening to your recording will give you a higher score if you talk about ALL the parts of the prompt AND mention something from the video.
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Let’s try it now - write out what you want to say first and then record. You may begin.

When you’ve listened to your recording give me a thumbs up next to your heart so I know you’re ready to continue.

After listening to your recording, think about how you did. Imagine you are in the shoes of the person who is listening to your recording and giving the score for how well the speaker used English.
	Would you give that recording a good score?
	Did you hear a lot of details?

Did the recording demonstrate that the person really knows English well?

On a scale of 1 to 10, ten being the best score- how would you score me for this response:
“If I was trying to set the world record for largest pizza, I would try to make mine the longest pizza. It would have mushrooms and pepperoni on it.”

Using 1 to 10 fingers show me what score would you give for that response. (Wait for students to show you a number.)
You probably gave me a low score.  Why?   (Allow students to share out their thoughts.)
My response was very short and simple. I didn’t even tell about how my pizza would be different from the pizzas in the video OR who would help me make the pizza. I also didn’t even mention the video so I definitely would’ve gotten a low score. Most importantly, I didn’t show that I knew very many English words. If all you had was that short recording, you wouldn’t really know if I was fluent in English or if I just knew how to say a few simple sentences.

If I want a better score, I need to make sure I...
	respond to every part of the prompt,

mention something from the video, and
	tell the listener my thinking. Adding in details about your thought process is one of the best ways to show off your English skills.

Listen to what I would record to try to get a better score:

“Setting the record for the largest pizza in the whole world would be a dream come true! My pizza wouldn’t be just be long and it wouldn’t just be a giant circle like the pizzas from the video. My pizza would also be tall! My record-breaking pizza would have to be a deep-dish pizza because I love the crunchy crust of deep dish. It would be as tall as a pine tree. Unlike some of the pizzas in the video, I would not use pepperoni or sausage as a topping because I am a vegetarian. I would use mozzarella and sharp cheddar cheese with a dash of parmesan on top. For the sauce, I would probably use crushed tomatoes from a local farm. I would definitely need the farmers’ help to make the sauce. There would be so much sauce that we would have to cook it in a heated pool!  Maybe the Allen Firefighters would also help me make this pizza! They could do a controlled fire to cook the pizza and melt the cheese. If the fire got out of control, they wouldn’t need to call 911 because the fire department would already be on the scene! There are so many more things I would do to create the world’s largest pizza but these are my main ideas.”

Using 1 to 10 fingers, what score would you give for that response?   (Wait for students to show you a number.)

Why did that response get a better score than the first one I gave? (Allow students to share out their thoughts.)

Yes, this response really showed off my English skills.
	I talked about everything in the prompt

I mentioned the video
I shared my thinking and reasoning
	I used specific adjectives to describe
	I made it entertaining for the listener
-------------------------------------------------------
Let’s practice really showing off your English skills in this next speaking set. Click the Next (forward arrow) button to go to number 17.
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In this set, you’re asked to “First describe at least two ways these pictures are similar. Next describe at least two ways these pictures are different.”
.
If I just say…
“Both pictures show animals and in both pictures they’re outside. They’re different because one is an elephant and the other is a parrot. They’re also different because one of them seems to be in the wild but the other one looks like it’s in a city.”
… how would you score me?  (Allow students to share out their thoughts.)
The score probably wouldn’t be very high because I just said the bare minimum to respond to the prompt. Yes, I did name two ways they were similar and two ways they were different but I didn’t really show the listener how much English I actually know.

If I want a better score, what should I add? (allow students to share out their thoughts)
The prompt says to describe at least two ways they’re similar and two ways they’re the same - after I’ve described those I could add more ways they are similar and different
	I could describe my thinking and reasoning.
	I could comment of a connection I have to either picture.
I could explain why I chose those similarities and those differences to describe.
I could elaborate on why those similarities or differences are important.

Now it’s YOUR turn to really show off your English skills! Show off your English skills by:
	talking about everything in the prompt

mentioning details from the pictures
sharing your thinking and your reasoning
using specific adjectives to describe
	making it entertaining for the listener

When you’ve planned out everything you want to say, you will click the red dot to start recording.  Remember to listen to your recording.
If you want to make any changes, you can delete your first recording and try again. You won’t have a 3rd chance to record so if you make a mistake on the second recording, just continue recording and don’t press the stop button.
You may begin.


When you’ve listened to your recording, give me a thumbs up next to your heart so I know you’re ready to continue.

After listening to your recording, imagine how you sound to the listener who is trying to determine how well you know English.  I hope that you gave your listener a lot of proof of how well you know English.

Remember, when it comes to speaking tests:
The more you say, the better you score!

The next practice question is number 18.  Have students practice and share ideas they recorded.
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The last practice question is number 19.  This question asks you to use the map and explain where the Keng family can find the bike path.  You will also describe what they will see during their ride.  Make sure you use lots of good describing words so the person listening to your recording can imagine what the family is seeing on their ride.  
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This concludes our TELPAS Speaking Tutorial.  Feel free to let me know if you have any questions or if you would like more speaking practice or tips.

  ------------------------------------------------------ END -----------------------------------------------------

How to Score Well on the TELPAS Speaking Online Test
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These are the descriptors for a student who speaks at an Advanced High level:

Advanced High
Tips for Scoring an “Advanced High” on TELPAS Speaking
Advanced high ELLs have the ability to speak using grade appropriate English, with minimal second language acquisition support, in academic and social settings.

These students:
Read the following tips to help you understand how to score well for each speaking descriptor.
are able to participate in extended discussions on a variety of social and grade- appropriate academic topics with only occasional disruptions, hesitations, or pauses
If you write down what you want to say on scratch paper BEFORE recording, you probably won’t have to worry about hesitations or pauses. Planning out what you want to say in writing first basically covers you for this descriptor.
communicate effectively using abstract and content-based vocabulary during classroom instructional tasks, with some exceptions when low- frequency or academically demanding vocabulary is needed; use many of the same idioms and colloquialisms as their native
English-speaking peers
Abstract vocabulary includes things like “freedom” “love” “hope” “wish” “regret” etc. These are abstract concepts that are not physical, concrete things you can touch or see directly. When you talk about abstract things it shows the listener that you know English well enough to discuss higher-level concepts.

Content-based vocabulary refers to words specific to science, math, social studies, or ELA. These are terms like “equivalent” “adapt” “habitat” “colonies” “character conflict” “motivation” etc. These are words you would use to prove that you can speak about subjects like math and science using English.

Idioms and colloquialisms are the funny phrases we use such as “there’s a frog in my

throat” or “I’m so hungry I could eat a horse!” or “ You’re playing with fire!” You may have studied these phrases in ELA during a Figurative Language unit. You hear and read these types of phrases so frequently that you probably don’t notice them right away. When taking a speaking test you have to make a conscious effort to include some English idioms. You may want to choose 2 or 3 of your favorite idioms to write down before you start your test. As you go through your test you can see if one or more of those idioms can be worked into one of your responses.

For example, as soon as I enter my test session, I might use my scratch paper to write down a few of my favorite figurative language phrases like, “I wasn’t born
yesterday” or “You’re barking up the wrong tree” or “I’m just pulling your leg”.   As I go through the test, I will make an effort to include one of those phrases in one of my recordings.
can use English grammar structures and complex sentences to narrate and describe at a level nearly comparable to native English- speaking peers
This may come more naturally to some students. If you read a lot of books and you read often, you’ll do this naturally.
English grammar structures have to do with using the right pronouns, verb tenses, plurals, word order, and other grammar pieces.

Complex sentences sound a little bit like rambling in conversation. Most of us speak in complex sentences, it’s less likely we speak in short simple sentences. Again, this will be second nature if you read a lot of books and read often.

For example, most of us would use complex sentences like, “I wasn’t able to go to the party because I had not cleaned my room yet and my mom was not about to let me
leave the house a mess.”
In actual running speech it’s much less likely that we would use simple sentence structures like, “I wasn’t able to go to the party. I had not cleaned my room.  My mom was not going to let me leave the house a mess.” Combining these phrases into one complex sentence is something you’re most likely doing naturally, but you can always look over your writing and improve it before recording.
make few second language acquisition errors that interfere with overall communication
This is where replaying your recording will help you get a better score. When you play it back you’ll be able to hear if something doesn’t sound “right” or natural in English Remember for this speaking test you want to show off how well you can speak English
may mispronounce words, but rarely use pronunciation that interferes with overall communication
Again, replaying your recording is so important! When you listen to what you
recorded you might catch a mispronunciation that you didn’t notice when you were speaking the first time. If you notice a word you want to remember to say differently, you can either write how it sounds phonetically or just circle the word to remind your brain to pay attention to pronouncing that word.


Final Tips for Scoring Well on Speaking:

★   Use scratch paper to write out what you want to say before you record.

★   Show off your knowledge of English! Consider using...
	Idioms
	Similes and metaphors
	Correct pronoun
	Verb tense agreement

	Past

Present
	Future
	Adjectives
Adverbs
	Transitions (using sequencing, chronological, ordering words like “First, Second, Then, Next, Last, Finally, etc.)
	For narrating stories, add dialogue and emotion
	You can even talk directly to the listener by saying something like “can you believe that?” “You probably think…” “You might be thinking…”
	Complex sentences using FANBOYS (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so) or using sentence frames like:
	 	however,  	
	 	despite  	
	 	which resulted in  	
	 	consequently  	
	“Fortunately… unfortunately…”
“If... would/could…” (conditional tense)

★   After answering the prompt, add a reflection, idea, commentary, or opinion about the         topic.

★ Always play your recording back to yourself - make any adjustments that might make your recording better.


